
Year 6 life skills...

Each week we think it would be great for our to learn 3 new life 
skills. This week we would like you to have a go at:
● Sewing on a button or repairing a piece of clothing. 
● Completing a piece of DIY at home - you will need an adult to 

help you with this.
● Cooking a meal from scratch - test out a new recipe.
We would love you send us photos of you learning these new skills. 
We will try and upload photos of us doing the same thing! 



Maths- Rounding whole numbers

Hi everyone, well done for your effort with home learning last week. 

This week, in maths, we are moving onto rounding whole numbers- we will round decimals a 
bit later on.

If you need a quick refresher course on how to round numbers please watch the video below (it 
is American and does include decimals but it is good!).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fd-E18EqSVk

As well as the task that we have set, your Mymaths will have some tasks for you to complete. It may look 
similar to ones you have previously done but all the numbers will be different. 



Do it:
Complete the following table:

Number Rounded to 
nearest ten

Nearest 
hundred

Nearest 
thousand

Nearest ten 
thousand 

Nearest 
hundred 
thousand 

Nearest 
million

50 313 

776 927

6 830 879

5 658 485

4 745 123 

1 298 845 

4 448 529



Bonus do it: 

Your answer: 



Secure it: Solve some of these real-life examples of rounding. Have a pencil and piece of paper ready as you 
may need to scribble down some important information. 

Karmin decides to organise a pizza party for his friends. He decides that everyone will eat a whole pizza and 
he wants to invite 63 of his friends. If the pizzas cost £2.50 per person and the bank only lets him 
withdrawals in multiples of £10, how much should he withdraw from the bank?

Answer:



Secure it continued: 

Rounded cost of living per month: 

Can Gregor afford to take the new job?

You have a field with the following dimensions:
Side 1= 1756cm
Side 2=1678cm
Side 3=1419cm
Side 4= 1949cm

When rounded, how much wood is needed to build a fence around the field?



Deepen it: 
These will involve more than 1 step, you can use the 
space below to type your thinking. 

Remember to answer these using full sentences e.g I 
know the greatest difference between the 2 number 
is…. because…..



Deepen it continued:

Again, use the space below for any notes and to 
write your answer

Tommy has the number…

Alex has the number …

Jack has the number ……

Dora has the number …...



Bonus task:

Follow the link below for your extra task

https://nrich.maths.org/10436

It will involve you rolling dice (there are interactive ones on the page) to create 
your own numbers. You will then round these to the to the nearest multiple of 100. 
Can you get 6 numbers that round to the same multiple of 100? Can you get 6   
numbers that round to 6 different multiples of 100?

If you get any interesting answers, write them here.



While we take a break from WW2, where we would have the Easter break, we will 
spend some time looking at the Ancient Mayan Civilisation.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NTCSTUfRTMA 
This week we would like you try and answer:
● Who were the Mayans and when did they live?
● Who were the slaves, farmers and nobles and what were their roles?
● How did they Mayans communicate?

Useful websites:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zq6svcw 
https://www.ducksters.com/history/aztec_maya_inca.php

https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/history/mayans/ 

The Ancient Mayans 



Read the e-book attached to this assignment and answer the following questions, remember to answer 
using full sentences and use point, evidence, explain where appropriate.

● For how many years did the Mayans live?

● Were there any other significant civilisations living at the same time? (This may require some 
additional research)

● What was the name of the area where the ancient Mayans lived and what is that area now known as?

● Which word in the following sentence is a synonym for ‘successful’?  ‘They were an extremely 
accomplished civilisation’ 

● Are there any Mayans alive today?

Task 1: Who were the Mayans and when did they live?



Read the e-book attached to this assignment and answer the following questions, remember to answer 
using full sentences and use point, evidence, explain where appropriate.

● In the second paragraph of the text, it describes the landscape on which the Mayans lived. What can 
you infer about the living conditions they could have faced? (Think about the weather, animals they 
may have lived there ect).

● It could be argued that the Mayans didn’t invent their own written language. Do you agree with the 
statement? Why?

● What other culture was known for using hieroglyphics as a form of communication?

● Which of the 2 Mayan calendars is most closely matched to ours? How do you know this?

Task 1: Who were the Mayans and when did they live?



Have a look at these websites for some information:

●  https://www.ducksters.com/history/maya/daily_life.php 
● https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zq6svcw/articles/zg2htv4

Although it doesn’t have any information about the slaves, could you infer this information based on what 
you know about farmers and nobles?

For this question we would like you to choose between creating a job advert for each role OR create a quiz 
for us to have a go at.

If you choose to have a go at the job description, you will need to remember to say what qualities and skills 
would have been important for each of the roles. You can make up how many hours they would have worked 
and how much they earned- if you choose to pay them. You want people to apply for these jobs, so 
remember to be persuasive!

You can use the next blank slide to present your learning. 

Task 2: Who were the slaves, farmers and nobles and what were their roles?



Task 2: Who were the slaves, farmers and nobles and what were their roles?



https://www.ducksters.com/history/maya/writing_numbers_and_calendar.php 

Design your own poster showing some of the Mayan alphabet and number system.

At the bottom, write your own coded message and number sentence for others to solve. 

There is a blank slide next for you to complete this on. Feel free to change the font and the background and 
get any pictures from the internet that you may need

Task 3: How did the Mayans communicate?



How did the Mayans communicate?



How did the Mayans communicate?



How did the Mayans communicate?



Use this slide for your poster 


